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Start your review of Hold on Your Nuts: The Men's Relationship Guide has an interesting perspective on how to take care of ourselves, and establish our core principles - and then stick to them, can make us function better in a dedicated and healthy relationship. However, as with all other self-help books,
the principles are the same, the additions are simply different, and the generalizations of the concepts are not terrible... Generalization. The author claims too much it will work for you accompanied by anecdotes; He should be on the home buyer's network. This may nag an interesting perspective on how
to take care of ourselves, and establish our core principles - so sticking to them, can make us better able to function in a dedicated, healthy relationship. However, as with all other self-help books, the principles are the same, the additions are simply different, and the generalizations of the concepts are not
terrible... Generalization. The author claims too much it will work for you accompanied by anecdotes; He should be on the home buyer's network. It may work for some people, but I find it a little confusing (how do you establish your principles that are immaterible? ... More a very good book with practical
information that every person needs to learn. This book, along with the work of David Dida and the book by Eliot Katz, should be required to read for every man once he starts dating! This is basically a guide to creating a personal values system and a commitment to stick with it. Good read, fwiw I like the
strong turn POV. It's a voice often lost in modern culture. That's good reading. I bought two copies. A practical practical book for men, I recommend that guys take a moment and take a look - well-defined and clear subjects. My notes: a very solid book about a man's responsibilities in his relationship.
Also, a quick one-hour,two-hour call for the survival of any long-term relationship depends on the willingness of both partners to commit to the relationship and support each other's self-improvement efforts. But note that self-improvement is part of building a great relationship. You have to take full
responsibility for your relationships. All that matters is your commitment to being the best man you can be. Men are judged by their actions my comments: a very solid book about the responsibility of a man in his relationship. Also, a quick one-hour,two-hour call for the survival of any long-term relationship
depends on the willingness of both partners to commit to the relationship and support each other's self-improvement efforts. But note that self-improvement is part of building a great relationship. You have to take full responsibility for your relationships. All that matters is your commitment to being the best
man you can be. Men are judged by their actions. Not 1: Create, follow, live N.U.T.s non-negotiable, non-negotiable terms. Make a list. You don't have to tell your wife or anyone else your NUTs, but live them. Rule 2: Follow the better people's tools1. Shut up little boy 2. But don't protect your feelings3.
Cooperate without jeopardizing your N.U.T.4. Run the sex and romance departments5. Be the Rock6. Don't argue7. Listen, you're mad at me, but you develop a trust relationship with MENRule 3: join or develop a group of men where you can meet regularly and focus on being better men Comment: A lot
of tools for great relationships in better men and tools episodes as well... Another book that basically distills the lessons of sterling men's weekend (almost verbatim) which is really a blessing, given that it has never been available before. The writing is a little bad, but God, this information is a golden
addition to anyone looking to be a better husband, father and person from all over the body. How to establish our core principles - and then stick to them, which will carry us through difficulties in relationships. However, like most self-help books; The practical pathways there are vague and general -
without specific instruction. This book may be for men, but women, read it! It'll show you how stupid we are as men. Interesting book haha Wayne Levine's Hold Your N.U.T.s is a solid Planet companion and Giral's married man survival guide. And like this volume, it's an excellent and completely practical
approach for men looking to improve or even save the long-term relationships they're in. The main focus of this book, and its greatest strength, is the eight tools that will help men cling to their N.U.T.s (their non-negotiable conditions, essentially the key things for who is a man) Wayne Levine's grip on the
N.U.T.S. And like this volume, it's an excellent and completely practical approach for men looking to improve or even save the long-term relationships they're in. The main focus of this book, and its greatest strength, is the eight tools that will help men cling to their N.U.T.s (their non-negotiable terms,
essentially the key things for who is a man) and thus maintain a successful long-term relationship. Its main importance is the book's emphasis on the importance of men who have not only men they can trust, but on establishing a trust relationship with entrepreneurial men (men who have usually gone
through one or more of men's intense weekend programs, and generally fully understand the discipline and commitment needed to make long-term relationships work). Relationships like this, after all, are the key to giving men room to vent the anger, fears and frustrations that relationship killers can have.
I highly recommend that any man A long-term relationship (or any man considering entering one) read them both about your N.U.T.s and Pelant and Giral's survival guide as a married man. Both books present vital information for men who want the best tools to maintain strong and functional long-term
relationships. ... Another cover and funny headline caught my attention and picked it up, scanned the first episode and thought it looked good - I bought it. Quick read, logical. I appreciated the insight, and I learned some things that I shouldn't be responsible for in a relationship between them. Looks like
the kind of book a guy would find helpful... Guys, what did you think of that? It took me a little warm to this book. I probably should have done a little more research before I bought it. I didn't know it was a self-help book. After I finished it I have to say it was well written and it is directed towards men and
their relationships. There are some good tools to take from this reading. Some of these principles have been really great, and the idea of finding and not understanding one's NUTs is really helpful, not only in difficult relationships, but also healthy ones. Not what I expected. It was actually, be nice to your
woman, watch your tongue, etc. The N.U.T.'s metaphor (non-negotiable and non-negotiable terms) has also dwindled a bit. Really good book! Very insightful and easy to read. A simple quick read that pulls no punches. Practical advice. No psychological kebabs. Recommended. By Terry Jones to launch
an adult journey can be for many taking a big risk.  The risks include, trusting your wisdom, cutting back on travel and playing to allow time to serve, celebrating your long life instead of winning over it, trusting that embracing the elderly is not the same as admitting you're an impotent old man, facing the
bias towards aging, doing the personal healing needed to allow us to be in service, elderly apprenticeship starts with a voluntary waiver of personal status and executive authority that we have historically offered to older people.  So, hold your nut men, whether you like it or not, whether you're over 50,
you're seen as an adult by MKP, your family, the community and about needing yielding older people.  They don't trust us but they need us and we, each of us, are called upon to decide if we want to go on a personal adult journey.  The elders defined the adult journey as having seven parts.  One, The
Awakening: At some point there's an awakening to the call to become an adult... It's going to be a conversation... Move on and/or change his way... He knew it as an invitation to function without doing it. Two, the choice: ... If [an older person] chose to keep growing and developing, he's ready...
Understand the power of consciously choosing what it's like to live the rest Life. Three, the struggle – in front of the shadows of the elders: our culture defines old age as a period of decline and disengagement.  Another choice will sometimes feel like swimming against a current. Four, deciding and
developing the tools and skills of the elderly: participating in meetings and activities of the 'elderly', stories, rituals and passing on family history and gifts of wisdom and blessings to the next generation are key parts of Elder activities during this time of life. Five, acceptance and being: this is the turning
point – the breakout.  It's time to enjoy the life's life, stop worrying and reach every day with the joy and wait of another day. Six, in service: I'm aware that, as an elderly man, my mission has changed.  With my maiden service mission, I can live my life with a sense of purpose and meaning. 7, passing it on
and moving on: the old man coped and lived with absolute certainty of his impending death.  We also want to leave a legacy.  This season is the time to share what we've acquired with whoever's willing to accept it.  So, first we initiate as new fighters, then we combine that experience in our lives through
our groups and then, if we're older people, we're asked to consider another journey that puts us on a different, deeper path of healing that prepares us for service.  Watch out for your nuts, it's not for the weak.  We are not only asked by the universe to hear the call to the elderly, we also face a long history
of prejudice towards old people. Let's consider history a little bit.  The hunger for mentors began at a time when extended family was beginning to crumble.  Women today have an average of two children in their lives.  Before 1860, families included more than five people.  It was mostly a nuclear family
with a casual grandfather.  The preinstalled village contained many extended family members. Master craftsmans and other elders like aunts and uncles and friends of the extended family left their farmhouse about 200 years ago.  They went to work in cities to feed their families.  The work they went to do
is often meaningless.  It provided income but it removed them from Earth.  This made establishing itself possible and yet focused on drunken pay.  Life and livelihood can be about living in depth, living with meaning, purpose, joy, and a sense of contributing to the larger community.  Seniors include
confidence in good work.  Doing a good job means doing what we have an inner calling to do.  We want to do a job like this no matter what the pay. In the U.S., our assumptions about home, work, women's relationships and women to productivity changed permanently until the 19th century. The earliest
factories were actually Homes of agricultural workers who began producing textiles, iron, glass and other goods.  Women also worked alongside men in the DJ field and the textile industry in particular was always dependent on women.  Gradually younger women were led into the mills just like the men. 
This move, this compound of men and women away from home, began with the destruction of the earth that is so clear today.  The pride of the elderly, the spirit and joy of the elders, and the yearning of the elderly began to suffer when the men and women left home.  Another historical event for the elderly
minors: migration from Europe to America. The uncontrolled movement of people from all cultures of the world into the United States occurred in the 19th century.  It was the young and the hard-working who took on this adventure.  Most adults remained in their home countries.  American culture from
about 1900 was made up of immigrant children. Missing persons were the elders because they were still in the country.  Descendants of immigrants were forced to create a culture based largely on their observation of their peers, who offered more practical models than those of the few old people who
emigrated.  The older people's past was inaccessible to them. The ancestors of some of the world's primitive cultures such as the Eskimos, for example, who historically came from eastern culture in the Old World, were also lacking the knowledge and depth and variety of experience needed to thrive in
the New World. Most Eskimo elders remained in their natural habitat in Asia.              The founding fathers in the country were actually the founding sons, rebellious sons, refugees from patriarchal grontocracy. They escaped the elusive tradition of keeping track of oppressive, encouraging, gossipy elders
in claustrophobic villages.  The procession and dissolution of the extended family and immigration separated old people and women from young people.  In pre-modern times, before the 18th century, young people discovered adultness by being close to parents and older people who lived in the same
village.  Older people didn't have to be balanced and dedicated to old people to model accessibility.  The fact that they weren't mobile, stayed in the community and long lives meant they could be a resource for young people.  Some older people have demonstrated the elderly as behaviour, but all older
people, older or not, have left behind a path for young people to appreciate in America today, old people are vilitting.  In my experience, many people over the age of 60 find harmful, in their own way, harassing, weak and lacking in intelligence.  The distance we feel between older and younger people is,
however, not a unique Western problem.  Older people retire, in turn, try Any positive intuition we might have about aging through distractions such as travel, entertainment, alcohol and other obsessive habits.  Old people remind us of our mortality.  Our judgment in the West is that death is a mistake and
we try to avoid it for as long as possible.  However, embracing death as part of life promises to deepen one's appreciation for life. Erick Erickson said the elders have a detached concern about life... In the face of death itself.  Our denigrate of older people is more an expression of our fear of aging than a
statement about the value of older people.  Sigmund Freud thought that two forces would guide the human experience: libido, the instinct of life and the thantus, the instinct of death.  Freud believed that life included a struggle between these two forces.  Rabbi Schechter-Shlomi said libido increases with
vitality, seeking enjoyment and continuity of experience.  Thanatos is eager to return to an inanimate state of warning devoid of any striving and conflict.   In the Prophet, Jibraan wrote: Your fear of death is but the tremor of the shepherd when he stands before the king who will have his hand placed upon
him with dignity.  Isn't the shepherd happy under his trembling that he'll wear the king's mark?  Still, is he no longer aware of his tremor?  When we approach the instinct of death we can be energetic in a manner similar to the charge we receive from libido.   If we accept our mortality, we are more likely to
celebrate the time we have left on Earth and get the most out of the present moment. When Westerners, especially those who are male, first see his libido and drives, they assume in tremors that libido begins to die in the second half of life.  At this point, they muse, Thanatos's complementary and pure
instincts replacing libido.  However, this raised a problem for me: a number of big, stressful, action-oriented challenges came into my life when I was over 50.  I went from my professional occupation to engaging energetically and creatively with the elderly and the research that went into it.  I had to let go
of my kids when they got older and moved on to their adult lives.  My wife left professionally and at 50, she was as energetic and enthusiastic about her job as I was in my thirties.  As I gradually rested in a quieter, less aggressive lifestyle, I was also punished with new passions, new relationships, a new
wife and new activities that came with these new charges.  My libido calmed down in some ways but was high in others.  At the age of 50, I began to be drawn by the siren reading of thanatos, but it could be many years, judged, before observing, to raise to value, meditation, listening and quiet days of
minimal anxiety would be mine. The way we think Lost in the way we see the elderly.  Our fear of death and our desire to stay young and stay near young people, from a seabed on the way to looking for old people.  Our language is awash with words and phrases that we use to separate ourselves from
old people: a relic of the past, Old relic, not old-fashioned, not-with-it, old fossil, old-fashioned, over-the-hill, old mist, old, old coke, crouchy, exhausted, cuddly, gray beard, senile, old-fashioned, man/lady small, clever, wrinkled, super-archaic, second childhood, dot, past their peak, who has one foot in the
grave, old-fashioned, toothless, old.  When the United States was established in 1776, our founders turned to young people for their energy and hunger for personal expression.  The new Americans wanted to avoid the mistakes and exaggerations that reduced the mother country to an old, wrinkled,
withering, well-being witch!  Interestingly, however, we chose the bald eagle as our national bird. One young man's fears he grows bald as he ages. If that means a little ambivalentness won, it probably stemmed from the window of the young Americans that the elders were more reliable, more accessible
and interested in mentoring the young. The young Americans of the 18th century showed discomfort with the modesty, juntism and decency expected of old people.  Fear of old and old raged between them.  In the late 1800s, historian Frederick Turner attracted Americans to cherish one's youth: the older
they get, the more they have to admire their teenage dreams.  Puritans, on the other hand, saw the elders as the image of God, and when His Majesty and his victory are determined in the Bible, he is white-haired.  The first Americans saw the elders standing on the line between the natural and unnatural
worlds. The assumption she made in pre-modern times even in North America was that the elders were smarter because of accumulated experience.  In communities where literacy was less prevalent, it was the older people who provided not only but also a connection to the past.  Their memory was the
undesorted history of the people. Though your captors are never so many and generous, you have a strange honor twisted with your wall, because it's called the Crown of the Age.  The elders were expected to be honored by wore the crown of the elders.   This led, incidentally, to an expectation that they
would live in restraint.  An 18th century minister wrote that the old were likely to be sober, severe, temperate, voice in faith, charity and patience...  They were always supposed to be a living example of the good old-fashioned way for the public.  So, not only are the elders respectable, but they probably
should have worked in maintaining that honor.  There was an assumption in the community, shared by older people, Being old earned a man an increased level of respect.  In those days he was rarely asked if an old man was really smart.   When the old one was less in number, it might have been easier
to assess them as a resource.  In a world of high fertility and high mortality, where the population was very young and the chances of surviving to an old age due were great, respect for age was intensified by its relatively rare. There are other factors that influence the status of old people in the culture. 
The most important for men was property ownership.  The influence of the citizen who landed has been significant since people stopped their nomads and held things.   Two of the most energetic classes of people in American history, however, were the pioneer and the entrepreneur.  These two risk
takeers were able to confront New Horizons without the wise old men to put them on.  In the New World, young people with new ideas and a lot of energy have accomplished a lot themselves.  The pioneers found their own land.  They had less need for hereditary land, and therefore, were less affected
than the older people from whom they might inherit soil.  The entrepreneur built businesses and accumulated wealth in a community of young and difficult.  The elders who own land have been left behind. The next significant factor determining the status of old people after land holding is the holding of
strategic knowledge.  To be strategic knowledge needs to be put, for example, in managing a person's economy, raising children or maintaining their health.  The elders who emigrated were a resource in their homeland strategically but much less in the New World.  Another factor determining the status
has always been the dominant states and styles of economic prion (Fischer, p. 39). Again, the elders in the New World were less skilled because what they learned about economics and survival was in another, older culture.                                                                                              Before the industrial
era, families gathered closely.  In the 17th century, the villagers were the main social units of England.  In this system most people, farmers at least, were a rural community of shareholders who took advantage of most of the land on a collective basis. By the 18th century, millions of artisans and artisans in
England and across Europe had begun to see the degradity of their work and the undermining of their families by uprooting handicrafts by machines.  The age of machines has moved away from the village and into the new ones Of the life that began the collapse of the extended family.  Old people
couldn't compete for the new industrial jobs.  Respect for them by young men, therefore, began to fade.  So, the fourth cause of status, the ethics of interdependence, began to lose its potency.  The older people became less and less necessary for the survival of the family. Another factor of significance is
the importance of received traditions, especially religious ones. The resulting tradition can be defined as hereditary transfer, from generation to generation, of customs, practices and knowledge. Initiation is a ceremonial acceptance for a group or a company.  Of the four elements of initiation (i.e.,
community, sacred space, beard, readiness to initiate) the elderly man's blessing was an example of one's guiding and other accepting tradition.  What happened in modern times is that old people became less visible and the initiation ceremony took place less frequently.  Tradition is not to be accepted as
easily as it was in pre-industrial times.  When in colonial America, the older citizen was occasionally valued, he facilitated continuity, stability, permanence and order in society.  The rights of old age were evident in the arrangement of permanent sitting in many of the colonial yeshivas.  These community
halls were used regularly and were a key aspect of maintaining a sense of community in early America.  But, one by one, the boards of meetings changed the seating arrangements.  The transformation began in the late 18th century and only a generation passed to complete the transition.  Instead of
allocating seats by age and respect, the committees sold the seats to the highest bidder.  The transition from a pluralistic system of stration to a unitary system was based primarily on wealth. (Fisher, p. 79) A company layered with the old highly represented in mind would have changed. Adam Smith's
Wealth of Nations was published in 1776.  Smith's philosophy laid the groundwork for free market doctrine.  Smith taught that society can get rich by following your self-interest and respecting the laws of supply and demand.  In 1859 came the origin of Charles Darwin's species, whose dictate was that the



strongest and most erring survived in the evolution of all species.  Men and women of the industrial age read Darwin to suggest that survival at all costs was natural behaviour in the market.  It also suggested that the youngest, richest and most competitive should be the standout.  Around 1800, the
authority of age began to become unhinged and at the same time the direction of age bias began to become reversed.  The competition's profit and ethics doctrine were new and unique to Western companies. People began moving towards the cities and away from the village community of old, artisans
Other farmers on common land.  Working together and joint roles in agriculture and art have waned for the benefit of the more competitive world of industrial production.  Men became a collection of competitors for few jobs.  The change in older people's relationships to young people has become clear. 
Older men and women stopped seeing themselves as responsible for teaching and mentoring young people.  The youths were perceived as a threat.  The young became more capable of taking over the jobs and they lost respect for the older, less competitive men.  Older women stayed in the village
community longer than the men, but they increasingly felt they were alone as an educator for young people.  The older men began to lose self-respect as the young moved into the industrialized world and rejected the older men as unable to prepare them for the workplace. In ancient Eastern philosophy
like the one found in India, the last and highest stage of life was what Hindus call the Sanisan Ashma.  The final stage began at the age of 75, when a man left his property and family and lived in poverty with a commitment to self-realization and service to society.  In China, Taoism has taught that in old
age males are free from the prison of their property.  The Taoists felt that a person had been promoted to the rank of living spirit.  Although the modern people of India and China question the good of these ancient philosophies, it was mostly Western males who led the way out of the country, out of the
soul and into the world of competition for wealth that, in the twist of fate, robbed men and women of independence, security, liberty and independence from birth. The movement away from family and country was a turning point in male and feminine sex roles.  Women had to stay at home, look after the
children, cook and wash and generally maintain some connection to the community in which they lived.  While some great women, including Florence Nightingale, Dorothea Dix and Susan B. Anthony, nurtured the first feminist movement in the 19th century, the common woman remained on the ground.
When women did go out to work in factories, the family system went into turmoil.  A house where women weren't always present was subversive to patriarchal marriage.  The house defined never existed. It was a work of the Industrial Revolution.  Men and women were away from home while at work. 
They had to compete for jobs and work that was meaningless other than the income produced.  The work began to be long hours performing rotten tasks away from the family for income earned, not from selling crafts but from selling a person's time and energy. Working for money, for profit, is only as old
as the 18th century.  The village lands had an economy based on existence, handicrafts, exchange and land sharing.  In In Christian society, people were condemned for trying to profit from the sale of goods or a loan of money.  The central principle of most premodern cultures was the giving of gifts. 
Anthropologists found that in old cultures financial gain rarely had an urge to work under the original original condition.  The idea of the industrial era working for income alone not only moved people from the village but also separated them from their reason to celebrate their creativity and survival skills. 
The impact of the Industrial Revolution on many other men, women and children was to cause a change of mute, uneducated, leaderless and now increasingly less common population property towards the new manufacturing areas.  There they became part of the poor nationalists already in place in the
growing towns of rundown, impoverished houses.  Factories bulging black smoke and starting to devastate the ecology of two centuries were surrounded by the streets of workers' homes, built cheaply, with no rented space for men and women who had moved there from the farms.  There were no
schools, no churches and nothing that reminded the new residents of creation and God. Fathers who lived in the 19th century began to emotionally disconnect from their family and were very far from home.  Written in 1868, this song describes the family's marital status with a father who worked for
wages: a father arrives. The clock is on the stroke of six, dad's work is done. Comb the heath house and take care of the fire, and put the kettle on. The wild night breeze is getting colder. It crosses the gloomy world. It's crossing the world at a fast pace, it's stronger than the storm. He can't feel the cold,
not him, his heart, he's warm: because Dad's heart is strong and real. No, don't close the shutters, kid; Because along the ground, the little window is visible, and he can see it shining simply. I heard him say he liked to mark the cheerful light of fire in the dark. The vegetables! The vegetables! He's through
the garden gate: run, little bass, and open the door, and don't keep him waiting. Scream, baby, scream! And clclap, because Dad's on the verge of standing. Hold on to your crazy testicles.  Launch your adult journey and we all pray you survive it because we're called.  We're the ones waiting for him. For.
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